Luxury Tents

Living Without Walls
A Global Trend
Experience Escape Nomade
Drone View

Intro

The Creator
Imagine your spa
in the jungle

Created by Anneke van Waesberghe, born
Dutch....opens up a world of pastoral scenes
and transports you into the heart of an authentic Tented Living Experience along the Sacred
Sanctuary of the Ayung River in Bali.
The cultural essentials of Nomadism provide a
basis for new architecture, feeding the minds
of superstar architects into a world that’s transforming.
During 20 years Anneke managed the East
Meets West organization she founded in
1982, promoting the cultural similarities and
differences between Japan and the West in architecture and design. She stated that in the
future the differences between one culture and
another might fade, and that designers could
loose their cultural heritage This cultural shift
happened so fast that in a few thousand years
archaeologists will have a hard time to determine the nationality of the designer. She was
always on the road visiting Japan and other
Asian countries, worked on projects with the
United Nations in India, and was a member of
a wide range of environmental organizations.
One was the International Global Forum,

headed by Mikhail Gorbachev. She is now the
owner and managing director of Esprite Nomade designing signature tents, interiors and
life-style products. She was the owner and designer of the well known and extensively published Esprite Nomade villa’s in Payogan, Bali,
Voyage Villa in Nusa Lembongan, Interiors for
Alila Hotels in Ubud, and the creator of The
Royal High Tea, a Tented Picnic on the Edge
of the World, and a lifestyle in motion. Her
brand-name Esprite Nomade was launched at
GoodEarth, a well-known lifestyle retail-store
in Bombay, India and Kenas in Shanghai.
She arrived in Bali Late 1997 for a vacation;
the start of a career as a product designer
launching the Escape Nomade Travel collection. With her travel kit she took 5- star hotel
luxury to remote locations.
The first tent was her showroom in Ubud, Bali
as a display to show her travel collection.
Once that vision became clear her home represented her passion and creation of the term
for Design for the Environment, known as DfE.

The World of Escape Nomade

Design & Identity

Live in remote areas.
Flexibility to go deep into nature when accompanied with independent energy and water
supply systems.

Imagine your
beach bar
Designed specifically to realize your aspirations and let you think out of the box.

Intelligent future friendly design due to its safe
and healthy footprint.

Combination of wilderness with elegance, extreme with simplicity, comfort with adventure,
freedom with safety.

Standard sizes: 25, 37.5, 50, 75, 112.5sm or
custom made according to the needs and the
purpose of their use.

A tented living space in nature.

Interior spaces can be easily reshaped and resized just by moving the panels.

A sustainable luxury lifestyle under a canvas
roof.
Spirit of a nomadic lifestyle.
Living without walls.
Ethical and social responsibility.
Portable and multi-functional homes.
A tent or a combination of multiple sized tents
can be your own house, roof terrace extension, restaurant, café, beach bar, retail store,
office, spa or hotel

Installation needs one day and can be done
by yourself or EN team from Bali.
Built with a favorable building permit and
building tax, which depend on each territory.
Made from the highest quality fabrics: waterproof, dirt repellent, mildew proof and earthquake proof.
In three different colors.
Easily maintained.

Advantages
Imagine your luxury
tented hotel in the desert
I

Handmade tents for permanent living
Favorable cost building permit and building
tax that depends on the territory
Set up in one day
Transportable at anytime to anyplace
Flexible knock-down structure
Walls roll up to no walls result

II Fabrics received ‘self-cleaning, inspired by

nature certificate. Rain or simple rinsing is
sufficient to clean the fabric.
Insulated against heat and cold
Dirt repellent fabrics, mildew proof
Anti fungal stain prevention coating

III Zero ecological footprint

Recyclable tent frames
Wooden poles for the canopy’s and bamboo
covers for the supporting poles

V Suitable for permanent installations with

high exposure to climate changes and
pollution.
Guarantee on the roof 5 years colorfast.
Frames from Certified steel powder coated
Highest quality fabrics
Water resistant
UV resistant
Earthquake resistant
Affordable maintenance

IV Flexibility in space and living

- Wall styles, open or close by wrapping
them up
- Any entrance
- Room size by relocating panels
- Room function by lightweight folding
furniture

Distinctive Features
Imagine your restaurant
at the top of the city
Fabrics from Spain, the United States and
Indonesia

Hand-carved decorative sticks

Zippers from Japan

Customized hardware and stainless steel
screws

Outdoor top quality thread and sewing needles from Germany
Black bamboo poles around all the metal
columns locked with our hand-made leather-like belts with our signature stitching
Exterior bamboo lights are intergrated in
the bamboo column design, decorated with
leather-like belts. LED lamps light up the
beautiful black bamboo columns at night and
give the tents that spatial look

The distinct leather-like piping around the
roof line add another distinctive feature to the
Escape Nomade tents
Leather belts to roll up the panels
Galvanized power-coated structural frames

Living Without Walls

Types & Plans

Experience Escape Nomade
Installation

25m

37,5m

50m

Cantate Duet

Tent Oriental Libretto

Tent Oriental Libretto

5x5 Double Roof 25m2
&
5x5 Single Roof 25m2

5x7,5 Double Roof 37,5m2
&
5x7,5 Single Roof 37,5m2

5x10 Double Roof 50m2
&
5x10 Single Roof 50m2

TYPES & PLANS

2

2

75m

2

2

112,5m

2

Tent Trio Vivace
5x15 Trio Roof 75m2

Tent Trio Vivace
7,5x15 Trio Roof 112,5m2

Pure Luxury

Interiors
Signature Escape Nomade furniture and accessories
to complete your luxury tented villa
request catalogue at live@abararam.com

Pure Luxury

Details

Pure Luxury

Projects

Bahamas Bayside
Tents for Arki Busson & Uma Thurman

Khwan Beach Resort
Thailand

Tiger Park
Thailand

Sofitel Luang Prabag - Governor’s Restaurant
Laos

Private Villa
Ubud, Bali

Beyond Glamping
A Luxurious Tented Living Without Walls
A recent, global trend in hospitality industry that
offers outdoor enthusiasts an upgrade on rest
and recreation.
Glamping has emerged internationally and
came across the Atlantic to North America over
the last decade.
Both independent properties and global hospitality brands have capitalized on an elevated
demand for travelers of all ages who want to
experience the positive aspects of glamping.
Glamping is growing. The trend has become
large enough and popular enough to become
its own category of travel. Glamping pivots on
a high level of service that focuses on the complete comfort of the guests.

Escape Nomade focuses even beyond the amazing concept of glamping with the innovative luxurious tents where living is without walls. A mobile
but luxurious living with low cost.
These heavenly made luxurious tents can be your
home, your home’s extension, roof terrace home,
your tented resort, your beach bar, your restaurant, your shop, your office or simply anything you
can imagine of.
Just let your mind free, pick a place, choose a size,
name its function and your dream has been custom made.

FAQ
WARRANTY

Our tents are made for permanent living and can be lived in
as long as in a house when it is well maintained, the same
what you do when you own a house. The guarantee on fabrics (for Grade A fabric ) is 5 years. To fully enjoy the guarantee, we can prepare a maintenance contract which you can
acquire. This will help you keep the tents in perfect condition.
Once a year, after the first year we will come with a team
to check the frames, the fabrics and clean the surfaces and
interiors and re-train the staff how to take maintain the tents.
Ask for the package.

Included

• The tent includes a powder coated metal frame and imported high quality textile
• Wooden poles for the canopy’s and bamboo covers for the
supporting poles
• Video and set up instructions

Excluded
•
•
•
•

Platforms, decks, electrical and plumbing
Doors and interiors are ordered separately
Shipping. All prices are ex works, Ubud. Bali
Installation

Air Conditioning and Heating

Can be built in same as in a regular house, and buying and
installing the units are the responsibility of the owner and his/
her contractor

Floors

• Cement with tiled floors have to be built and the responsibility of the owner and his/her contractor
• Wooden floors are available can be ordered from us
• Can be built in same way as in a regular house
• Before start building the deck we provide you with the
drawings for the foundation of the metal pipes. These pipes
we deliver and are for the supporting tent poles.

Other qualities

• Earth quake resistant
• No Building Permit needed. Depending on your building
codes, but usually there is a min. size and the amount of
time it takes to set it up or take it down. Check with your
local authorities.

Understanding

INTERIORS

Interior decoration, accessories and amenities can be
selected from our extensive pricelist of campaign style multi
functional furniture and stackable accessories.

Esprite Nomade designs and manufactures tents that can be
used to live in. We are not home builders. The tents are made
of the best quality materials, are knock down, and the wooden platforms and interiors can be bought at the same time or
separately. The basic infra structure such as electricity, water
and alternative flooring must be installed by the client.

Safety Features (Extra)

Service

• Sliding doors; lock the bedroom with a regular lock and
wooden floor lock for extra safety feeling. For personal tent
living this is recommended, when for a hotel with security it
is not necessary. The cost for anything wood and doors is
not included in the price. Locker: The leather/rattan trunks
have a lock and you can use them as a safety box for valuables such as passports, money and bankcards, cameras,
laptops. These can be ordered separately
• We have a metal fireproof cabinet available and can be
ordered separately
• The front and back doors can be made of Balinese wooden
doors same as we have done.

Standard Safety Features (Included)

• The canvas panels are attached to the floor by means of a
wooden stick.
• The metal poles are covered with Bamboo and are lined
with a panel holder with a zipper attached to the panel.

Water and Septic

To be connected to public works or build own well and septic
tank. Bathroom and toilet function the same as in a regular
home. We do recommend composting toilets and grey water
systems to conserve water and energy.

• We can provide a set up team at a fixed rate of $ 500. –
per tent plus travel and expenses, special rates apply for
resorts over 5 tents.
• On request we can design a maintenance contract for you
where our team comes in.

making the panels, roofs and interiors 2 months. Shipping
time depends on the location. To Europe and US usually 6
weeks. In case of a special order for fabric color it takes 6
-8 weeks to receive the fabrics and has to be added to the
delivery time. Once you order the tent we can give you the
delivery date

Replacements

To replace the panels, ask for the pricelist, you order and we
ship. For installation just follow the instructions.

Maintenance

The roofs are self cleaning and need to be dusted once a
month in order to keep the same fresh look as day one. We
include a set of brushes, dusters and brooms and cleaning
instructions in the shipment. To set up the tents we include
scaffolding, which later on you can use for maintenance. The
side panels can be cleaned with 8 cups of water and one cup
of sodium carbonate. Do not scrub severely as that takes out
the waterproofness. To keep the fresh look, every 4-6 months
clean the panels. Some panels might not need it. Apply with
a soft brush and rinse thoroughly. Think of it as washing your
windows you only need to do that every 4 – 6 months!

WARNING

Do not place the tent under a tree unless you want to clean
the leaves from the roofs on a daily basis. Do not select a
light color for the roof.

For more answers please visit escapenomade.com/faq

General Information

• There is a guarantee of 5 years on Grade A fabrics for the
same roof fabric. The guarantee is from the Fabric manufacturer and passed on to the buyer.
• The tents will have a long lifetime if maintained properly,
the same way one takes care of a house. Care instructions
are available and should be followed up in order to profit
from the guarantee.

Ordering

• Extra panels, curtains, systems and accessories can be
ordered separately and shipped to you from our factory in
Bali.
• Separate panels and roof top can be ordered and shipped
separately
• Ask us for the pricelist of the separate elements

Delivery time

We can make 2 tent frames per month. Total order including

As seen on:

Exclusive Distributor
ABARARAM
We offer architectural consulting, on going communication
with the client, transportation from the factory to your door.
Escape at live@abararam.com

Escape Nomade Head

Lefteris Tsakonas, +30 6988544252, lefteris@abararam.gr

escape at live@abararam.com

